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a b s t r a c t

We consider the multivariate point process determined by the crossing times of the components of
a multivariate jump process through a multivariate boundary, assuming to reset each component to
an initial value after its boundary crossing. We prove that this point process converges weakly to the
point process determined by the crossing times of the limit process. This holds for both diffusion and
deterministic limit processes. The almost sure convergence of the first passage times under the almost
sure convergence of the processes is also proved. The particular case of a multivariate Stein process
converging to amultivariate Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process is discussed as a guideline for applying diffusion
limits for jump processes. We apply our theoretical findings to neural network modeling. The proposed
model gives a mathematical foundation to the generalization of the class of Leaky Integrate-and-Fire
models for single neural dynamics to the case of a firing network of neurons. This will help future study
of dependent spike trains.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Limit theorems for weak convergence of probability measures
and stochastic jump processes with frequent jumps of small am-
plitudes have been widely investigated in the literature, both for
univariate and multivariate processes. Besides the pure mathe-
matical interest, the main reason is that these theorems allow
to switch from discontinuous to continuous processes, improving
their mathematical tractability. Depending on the assumptions on
the frequency and size of the jumps, the limit object can be either
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deterministic, obtained e.g. as a solution of systems of ordinary/
partial differential equations [1–4], or stochastic [5–8]. Limit the-
orems of the first type are usually called the fluid limit, thermo-
dynamic limit or hydrodynamic limit, and give rise to what is
called Kurtz approximation [2], see e.g. [9] for a review. In this
paper we consider limit theorems of the second type, which we
refer to as diffusion limits, since they yield diffusion processes.
Some well known univariate examples are the Wiener, the Orn-
stein–Uhlenbeck (OU) and the Cox–Ingersoll–Ross (also known as
square-root) processes,which can be obtained as diffusion limits of
random walk [5], Stein [10] and branching processes [11], respec-
tively. A special case of weak convergence of multivariate jump
processes is considered in Section 2, as a guideline for applying the
method proposed in [6], based on convergence of triplets of char-
acteristics.
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In several applications, e.g. engineering [12], finance [13,14],
neuroscience [15,16], physics [17,18] and reliability theory [19,20],
the stochastic process evolves in presence of a boundary, and it is of
paramount interest to detect the so-called first-passage-time (FPT)
of the process, i.e. the epoch when the process crosses a boundary
level for the first time. A natural question arises: how does the
FPT of the jump process relate to the FPT of its limit process? The
answer is not trivial, since the FPT is not a continuous functional of
the process and therefore the continuousmapping theorem cannot
be applied.

There exist different techniques for proving the weak conver-
gence of the FPTs of univariate processes, see e.g. [10,21]. The ex-
tension of these results tomultivariate processes requests to define
the behavior of the single component after its FPT. Throughout, we
assume to reset it and then restart its dynamics. This choice is sug-
gested by application in neuroscience and reliability theory, see
e.g. [22,23]. The collection of FPTs coming from different compo-
nents determines a multivariate point process, which we interpret
as a univariate marked point process in Section 3.

The primary aim of this paper is to show that the marked
point process determined by the exit times of a multivariate jump
process with reset converges weakly to the marked point process
determined by the exit times of its limit process (cf. Sections 4
and 5 for proofs). Interestingly this result does not depend on
whether the limit process is obtained through a diffusion or a
Kurtz approximation. Moreover, we also prove that the almost
sure convergence of the processes guarantees the almost sure
convergence of their passage times.

The second aim of this paper is to provide a simple mathe-
matical model to describe a neural network able to reproduce de-
pendences between spike trains, i.e. collections of a short-lasting
events (spikes) in which the electrical membrane potential of a
cell rapidly rises and falls. The availability of such a model can
be useful in neuroscience as a tool for the study of the neural
code. Indeed it is commonly believed that the neural code is en-
coded in the firing times of the neurons: dependences between
spike trains correspond to the transmission of information from
a neuron to others [24,25]. Natural candidates as neural network
models are generalization of univariate Leaky Integrate-and-Fire
(LIF) models, which describe single neuron dynamics, see e.g. [16,
26]. These models sacrifice realism for mathematical tractability,
e.g. they disregard both the anatomy of the neuron, describing it as
a single point, and the biophysical properties relatedwith ion chan-
nels [27–29]. Though some criticisms have appeared [30], they are
considered good descriptors of the neuron spiking activity [31,32].

In Section 6 we interpret our processes and theorems in the
framework of neural network modeling, extending the class of
LIF models from univariate to multivariate. First, the weak con-
vergence shown in Section 2 gives a neuronal foundation to
the use of multivariate OU processes for modeling sub-threshold
membrane potential dynamics of neural networks [33,34], where
dependences between neurons are determined by common synap-
tic inputs from the surrounding network. Second, the multivariate
process with reset introduced in Section 3 defines the firing mech-
anism for a neural network. Finally, the weak convergence of the
univariate marked point process proved in Section 4 guarantees
that the neural code is kept under the diffusion limit. The paper is
concluded with a brief discussion and outlook on further develop-
ments and applications.

2. Weak convergence of multivariate Stein processes to multi-
variate Ornstein–Uhlenbeck

As an example for proving the weak convergence of multi-
variate jump processes using the method proposed in [6], we
show the convergence of a multivariate Stein to a multivari-
ate OU. Mimicking the one-dimensional case [8,10] we intro-
duce a sequence of multivariate Stein processes (Xn)n≥1, with
Xn =


(X1;n, . . . , Xk;n)(t); t ≥ 0


originated in the starting posi-

tion x0;n = (x01;n, . . . , x0k;n). For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, n ≥ 1, the jth
component of the multivariate Stein process, denoted by Xj;n(t), is
defined by

Xj;n(t) = x0j;n −

 t

0

Xj;n(s)
θ

ds +


anN+

j;n(t)+ bnN−

j;n(t)


+


A∈A

1{j∈A}


anM+

A;n(t)+ bnM−

A;n(t)

, (1)

where 1A is the indicator function of the set A and A denotes the
set of all subsets of {1, . . . , k} consisting of at least two elements.
Here N+

j;n (intensity αj;n), N−

j;n (intensity βj;n), M+

A;n (intensity λA;n)
and M−

A;n (intensity ωA;n) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, A ∈ A, are a sequence of
independent Poisson processes. In particular, the processes N+

j;n(t)
and N−

j;n(t) are typical of the jth component, while the processes
M+

A;n(t) and M+

A;n(t) act on a set of components A ∈ A. Therefore,
the dynamics of Xj;n is determined by two different types of inputs.
Moreover, an > 0 and bn < 0 denote the constant amplitudes of
the inputs N+

n ,M
+
n and N−

n ,M
−
n , respectively.

Remark 2.1. Theprocess defined by (1) is a jumpdiffusionwithout
diffusion part, i.e. an ordinary differential equation driven by Pois-
son processes, see [35] and references therein. Jump diffusion pro-
cesses have beenwidely applied in different fields, e.g. finance [36]
and neuronal modeling [37]. Moreover, (1) is also a simple exam-
ple of piecewise-deterministic Markov process or stochastic hy-
brid system, i.e. a process with deterministic behavior between
jumps [38,39].

For each A ∈ A, 1 ≤ j ≤ k and

αj;n → ∞, βj;n → ∞, λA;n → ∞, ωA;n → ∞, (2)

an → 0, bn → 0, (3)

we assume that the rates of the Poisson processes fulfill

µj;n = αj;nan + βj;nbn → µj,

µA;n = λA;nan + ωA;nbn → µA,
(4)

σ 2
j;n = αj;na2n + βj;nb2n → σ 2

j ,

σ 2
A;n = λA;na2n + ωA;nb2n → σ 2

A ,
(5)

as n → ∞. A possible parameter choice satisfying these conditions
is

an = −bn =
1
n

αj;n =


µj +

σ 2
j

2
n


n, βj;n =

σ 2
j

2
n2, 1 ≤ j ≤ k

λA;n =


µA +

σ 2
A

2
n

n, ωA;n =

σ 2
A

2
n2, A ∈ A.

Remark 2.2. Jumps possess amplitudes decreasing to zero for
n → ∞ but occur at an increasing frequency roughly inversely
proportional to the square of the jump size, following the literature
for univariate diffusion limits. Thus we are not in the fluid limit
setting, where the frequency is roughly inversely proportional to
the jump size and the noise term is proportional to 1/

√
n [1].
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To prove the weak convergence of Xn, we first define a new
process Zn =


(Z1;n, . . . , Zk;n)(t); t ≥ 0


, with jth component

given by

Zj;n(t) = −Γj;nt +


anN+

j;n(t)+ bnN−

j;n(t)


+


A∈A

1{j∈A}


anM+

A;n(t)+ bnM−

A;n(t)

,

with

Γj;n = µj;n +


A∈A

1{j∈A}µA;n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

The process Zn converges weakly to a Wiener process W =

(W1,

. . . ,Wn)(t); t ≥ 0

:

Lemma 1. Under conditions (2), (3), (4), (5), Zn converges weakly to
a multivariate Wiener process W with mean 0 and definite positive
not diagonal covariance matrix9 with components

ψjl = 1{j=l}σ
2
j +


A∈A

1{j,l∈A}σ
2
A , 1 ≤ j, l ≤ k. (6)

The proof of Lemma 1 is given in the Appendix. Note that Zj;n(t) is
the martingale part of Xj;n(t), see (A.4). Thus martingale limit the-
orems can alternatively be used for proving Lemma 1, mimicking
the proofs in [3,4].

Finally, we show that Xn is a continuous functional of Zn, and it
holds.

Theorem 1. Let x0;n be a sequence in Rk converging to y0 = (y01,
. . . , y0k). Then, the sequence of processes Xn defined by (1)with rates
fulfilling (4), (5), under conditions (2), (3), converges weakly to the
multivariate OU diffusion process Y given by

Yj(t) = y0j +
 t

0


−

Yj(s)
θ

+ Γj


ds + Wj(t), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, (7)

where Γj is defined by

Γj = µj +

A∈A

1{j∈A}µA, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, (8)

andW is a k-dimensionalWiener processwithmean 0 and covariance
matrix9 given by (6).

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the Appendix.

Remark 2.3. If all σ 2
j and σ 2

A in (5) equal 0, Theorem 1 yields a
deterministic (fluid) limit and results from [3] can be applied.

Remark 2.4. Theorem 1 also holds when

x0;n


n≥1 is a random

sequence converging to a random vector y0.

Remark 2.5. The obtained OU process can be rewritten as

dY (t) = (−CY (t)+ D)dt + dW (t), (9)

where C is a diagonal k × k matrix, D is a k-dimensional vec-
tor and W is a multivariate Wiener process with definite positive
non-diagonal covariance matrix 9 representing correlated Gaus-
sian noise. For simulation purposes, the diffusion part in (9) should
be rewritten through the Cholesky decomposition. A modification
of the original Stein model can be obtained introducing direct in-
teractions between the ith and jth components. The corresponding
diffusion limit process verifies (9) with C non-diagonal matrix.
3. The multivariate FPT problem: preliminaries

Consider a sequence (Xn)n≥1 of multivariate jump processes
weakly converging to Y . Let B = (B1, . . . , Bk) be a k-dimensional
vector of boundary values, where Bj is the boundary of the jth
component of the process. We denote by Tj;n the crossing time of
the jth component of the jump process through the boundary Bj,
with Bj > x0j;n. That is

Tj;n = TBj(Xj;n) = inf{t > 0 : Xj;n(t) > Bj}.

Moreover, we denote τ1;n the minimum of the FPTs of the multi-
variate jump process Xn, i.e.

τ1;n = min

T1;n, . . . , Tk;n


,

and η1;n ⊂ {1, . . . , k} the discrete random variable specifying the
set of jumping components at time τ1;n.

We introduce the reset procedure as follows. Whenever a com-
ponent j attains its boundary, it is instantaneously reset to r0j < Bj,
and then it restarts, while the other components pursue their evo-
lution till the attainment of their boundary. This procedure deter-
mines the new process X∗

n . We define it by introducing a sequence
X (m)n


m≥1

of multivariate jump processes defined on successive

time windows, i.e. X (m)n is defined on the mth time window, for
m = 1, 2, . . . . Conditionally on (X (1)n , . . . ,X (m)n ), X (m+1)

n obeys the
same stochastic differential equation as Xn, with the random start-
ing position determined by (X (1)n , . . . ,X (m)n ). In particular, the first
time window contains the process Xn up to τ1;n, which we denote
by X (1)n . The second time window contains the process X (2)n whose
components are originated in X (1)n (τ1;n), except for the crossing
components η1;n, which are set to their reset values. This second
window lasts until when one of the components attains its bound-
ary at time τ2;n. Successive time windows are analogously intro-
duced, defining the corresponding processes.

Similarly, we define Tj and τ1 for the process Y , while η1 ∈

{1, . . . , k} is defined as the discrete random variable specifying
the jumping component at time τ1, since simultaneous jumps do
not occur for Y . We define the reset process Y ∗ by introducing
a sequence


Y (m)


m≥1 of multivariate diffusion processes. Set

Y (1) ≡ Y . Conditionally on

Y (1), . . . , Y (m)


, Y (m+1) obeys the

same stochastic differential equation as Y , with the random
starting position determined by


Y (1), . . . , Y (m)


and with the k-

dimensional BrownianmotionW independent of

Y (1), . . . , Y (m)


,

for m ≥ 1. Below we shall briefly say that X (m+1)
n (or Y (m+1)) is

obtained by conditional independence and then specify the initial
value x0;n (or y0).

Now we formalize the recursive definition of X∗
n and Y ∗ on

consecutive timewindows. A schematic illustration of the involved
variables is given in Fig. 1.

Step m = 1. Define X∗
n (t) = Xn(t) on the interval [0, τ1;n[ and

Y ∗(t) = Y (t) on [0, τ1[, with resetting value X∗
n (0) =

r0 = Y ∗(0). Define X∗

j;n(τ1;n) = Xj;n(τ1;n) if j ∉ η1;n or
X∗

j;n(τ1;n) = r0j if j ∈ η1;n. Similarly define Y ∗

j (τ1) =

Yj(τ1) if j ≠ η1 or Y ∗

j (τ1) = r0j if j = η1.

Step m = 2. For j ∈ η1;n, obtain X (2)n by conditional independence
from X (1)n , with initial value x0;n = X∗

n


τ1;n


. Simi-

larly, for η1 = j, obtain Y (2) by conditional indepen-
dence from Y (1), with initial value y0 = Y ∗ (τ1). Then,
define T (2)j;n , τ2;n, η2;n from X (2)n and T (2)j , τ2, η2 from

Y (2), for m = 1. Define X∗
n (t) = X (2)n (t − τ1;n) on the

interval [τ1;n, τ1;n + τ2;n[ and Y ∗(t) = Y (t − τ1) on
[τ1, τ1+τ2[. ThendefineX∗

j;n


τ1;n + τ2;n


= X (2)j;n (τ2;n)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a bivariate jump process with reset X∗
n = (X∗

1;n, X
∗

2;n). Whenever a component j reaches its boundary Bj , it is instantaneously reset to its resting value
r0j < Bj . The process is defined in successive time windows determined by the FPTs of the process. Here ηi;n denotes the set of jumping components at time τi;n , which is
the FPT of X (i)n in the ith time window.
if j ∉ η2;n or X∗

j;n


τ1;n + τ2;n


= r0j if j ∈ η2;n. Sim-

ilarly define Y ∗

j (τ1 + τ2) = Y (2)j (τ2) if j ≠ η2 or
Y ∗

j (τ1 + τ2) = r0j if j = η2.

Step m > 2. For j ∈ ηm;n, obtainX (m)n by conditional independence
from X (m−1), with initial value x0;n = X∗

n (
m−1

l=1 τl;n).
Similarly, for ηm = j, obtain Y (m) by conditional
independence from Y (m−1), with initial value y0 =

Y ∗(
m−1

l=1 τl). Define, T
(m)
j;n , τm;n, ηm;n from X (m)n and

T (m)j , τm, ηm from Y (m) as above. Define X∗
n (t) =

X (m)n (t −
m−1

l=1 τl;n) for t ∈ [
m−1

l=1 τl;n,
m

l=1 τl;n[

and Y ∗(t) = Y (m)(t −
m−1

l=1 τl) for t ∈ [
m−1

l=1 τl,m
l=1 τl[. Then define X∗

j;n

m
l=1 τl;n


= X (r)j;n (τm;n) if

j ∉ ηm;n or X∗

j;n

m
l=1 τl;n


= r0j if j ∈ ηm;n. Sim-

ilarly define Y ∗

j

m
l=1 τl


= Y (m)j (τm) if j ≠ ηm or

Y ∗

j

m
l=1 τl


= r0j if j = ηm.

Besides the processes X∗
n and Y ∗, we introduce a couple of marked

processes as follows. Denote τn = (τi;n)i≥1, τ = (τi)i≥1, ηn =

(ηi;n)i≥1 and η = (ηi)i≥1. Then (τn, ηn) and (τ, η) may be viewed
as marked point processes describing the passage times of the
processes X∗

n and Y ∗, respectively. These marked processes are
superposition of point processes generated by crossing times of the
single components.

4. Main result on the convergence of the marked point process

The processes X∗
n and Y ∗ are neither continuous nor diffusions.

Hence the convergence of X∗
n to Y ∗ does not directly follow from

the convergence of Xn to Y . Since the FPT is not a continuous
function of the process, the convergence of the marked point
process (τn, ηn) to (τ, η) has also to be proved. Proceed as follows.
Consider the spaceDk

= D([0,∞[,Rk), i.e. the space of functions
f : [0,∞) → Rk that are right continuous and have a left limit at
each t ≥ 0, and the space C1

= C ([0,∞[,R). For y◦
∈ C1, define

the hitting timeTB (y◦) = inf {t > 0 : y◦(t) = B} ,

and introduce the sets

H =

y◦

∈ C1
: TB (y◦) =TB (y◦)


,

Hk
=

y◦

∈ Ck
: TBj


y◦

j


=TBj y◦

j


for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k


.

The hitting timeTB defines the first time when a process reaches B,
while the FPT TB is defined as the first time when a process crosses
B. Denote by ‘‘→ inDk’’ the convergence of a sequence of functions
in Dk and by ‘‘→’’ the ordinary convergence of a sequence of
real numbers. To prove the main theorem, we need the following
lemmas, whose proofs are given in Section 5.

Lemma 2. Let x◦
n belong toD1 for n ≥ 1, and y◦

∈ H with y◦(0) < B.
If x◦

n → y◦ in D1, then TB

x◦
n


→ TB (y◦).

Lemma 3. Let x◦
n belong to Dk for n ≥ 1, y◦

∈ Hk with y◦(0) < B.
If x◦

n → y◦ in Dk, then

(τ ◦

1;n, x
◦n(τ ◦

1;n), η
◦

1;n) → (τ ◦1 , y◦(τ ◦1), η◦1). (10)

The weak convergence of the multivariate process with reset
and of its marked point process corresponds to the weak conver-
gence of the finite dimensional distributions of (τn,X∗

n (τn), ηn) to
(τ, Y ∗(τ), η), where τn = (τi;n)

l
i=1, X

∗
n (τn) =


X∗
n (τi;n)

l
i=1 , ηn =

(ηi;n)
l
i=1, τ = (τi)

l
i=1, Y

∗(tτ) = (Y ∗(τi))
l
i=1 and η = (ηi)

l
i=1, for

any l ∈ N. We have

Theorem 2 (Main Theorem). The finite dimensional distributions of
(τn,X∗

n (τn), ηn) converge weakly to those of (τ, Y ∗(τ), η).

The proof of Theorem2 (cf. Section 5) uses Skorohod’s represen-
tation theorem [7] to switch the weak convergence of processes to
almost sure convergence (strong convergence) in any timewindow
between two consecutive passage times, which makes it possible
to exploit Lemmas 2 and 3. As a consequence, the strong conver-
gence of the processes implies the strong convergence of their FPTs.

Remark 4.1. Theorem 2 holds for any multivariate jump process
weakly converging to a continuous process characterized by simul-
taneous hitting and crossing times for each component, i.e. T̃Bj =

TBj . Examples are diffusion processes and continuous processes
with positive derivative at the epoch of the hitting time.

Remark 4.2. Both the weak convergence of X∗
n and of its marked

point process also hold when the reset of the crossing component
j is not instantaneous, but happens with a delay ∆j > 0, for
1 ≤ j ≤ k. This can be proved mimicking the proof of Theorem 2.
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5. Proof of the main results

Proof of Lemma 2. For each s < TB (y◦), supt≤s y◦(t) < B and
since x◦

n → y◦ uniformly on [0, s], also supt≤s x◦
n(t) < B for n

sufficiently large. This implies

lim inf
n→∞

TB

x◦

n


≥ s for all s < TB (y◦)

⇒ lim inf
n→∞

TB

x◦

n


≥ TB (y◦) .

Because y◦
∈ H we can find a sequence tk such that tk ↓ TB (y◦) =TB (y◦) (with y◦

TB (y◦)


= B) and y◦ (tk) > B for all k. Since
x◦
n (tk) → y◦ (tk) for all k, it follows that TB


x◦
n


≤ tk for n suffi-

ciently large and therefore

∀k, lim sup
n→∞

TB

x◦

n


≤ tk

⇒ lim sup
n→∞

TB

x◦

n


≤ TB (y◦) . �

Proof of Lemma 3. If η◦

1 = j, then η◦

1;n = j for n large enough,
since marginally x◦

i;n → y◦

i;n for each component 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By
Lemma 2 and since y◦j(0) < Bj by assumption, it follows:

τ ◦

1;n = TBj(x
◦

j;n) → TBj(y
◦j) = τ ◦1 . (11)

Moreover, it holds

|x◦

i;n(τ
◦

1;n)− y◦

i (τ
◦1)| ≤ |x◦

i;n(τ
◦

1;n)− y◦i(τ ◦

1;n)|

+ |y◦

i (τ
◦

1;n)− y◦

i (τ
◦1)|, (12)

which goes to zero when n → ∞, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Indeed,
for each s < τ ◦

1 , the convergence of x◦

i;n to y◦

i on a compact time
interval [0, s] implies the uniform convergence of x◦

i;n to y
◦

i on [0, s].
Thus x◦

i;n(τ
◦

1;n) → y◦i(τ ◦

1;n). From (11) and since y◦

i is continuous,
y◦

i (τ
◦

1;n) → y◦

i (τ
◦

1 ) when n → ∞ for the continuous mapping
theorem. Using the product topology onDk, we have that x◦

n → y◦

in Dk if x◦

j;n → y◦j in D1, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k [40], implying the
lemma. �

Denote by E d
= F two random variables that are identically

distributed. Then

Proposition 1. If a multivariate jump process Xn converges weakly
to Y , then there exist a probability space (Ω,F , P) and random
elements

Xn
∞
n=1 and

Y in the Polish spaceDk, defined on (Ω,F , P)

such that Xn
d
= Xn,X

d
= Y andXn → Y a.s. as n → ∞.

Proof. From its definition, Xn belongs to Dk, which is a Polish
space with the Skorohod topology [41]. Then, the proposition
follows applying Skorohod’s representation theorem [7]. �

Proof of Theorem 2 (Main Result). Applying Theorem 1 and
Proposition 1 in any time window between two consecutive pas-
sage times, there existX∗

n andY ∗ such thatX∗
n

d
=X∗

n ,
Y ∗ d

= Y ∗ andX∗
n → Y ∗ a.s. Defineηj;n,τj;n fromX∗

n andηj,τj fromY ∗ as done in
Section 3. Assumeηm = j and thusηm;n = j for n sufficiently large,
due to the strong convergence of the processes. If

(τn,X∗

n (τn),ηn) → (τ,Y ∗(τ),η) a.s. (13)

holds, we would have

τm;n = TBj
X∗

j;n

 d
= TBj


X∗

j;n


= τm;n,τm = TBj

Y ∗

j

 d
= TBj


Y ∗

j


= τm,

since X∗
n

d
=X∗

n and Y ∗ d
= Y ∗, which would also imply X∗

n (τm;n)
d
=

X∗
n (τm;n) andY ∗(τm) d

= Y ∗(τm), for any 1 ≤ m ≤ l and l ∈ N, and
thus the theorem. To prove (13), we proceed recursively in each
time window:

Stepm = 1. By definition,Y ∗ behaves like a multivariate diffusion
Y in [0,τ1[. Since each one-dimensional diffusion
component Yj crosses the level Bj infinitely often
immediately afterTB(Yj), it follows TBj(Yj) = TBj(Yj),
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and thusY ∗ ∈ Hk. Since alsoY ∗(0) < B
by assumption, we can apply Lemma 3 and obtain the
convergence of the triplets (10) with not-reset firing
components. This convergence also holds if we reset
the firing components: assumeη1 = j and thenη1;n =

j for n large enough. ThenX∗

j;n(τ1;n) = r0;η1;n =Y ∗

j (τ1), (14)

and thusX∗
n (τ1;n) → Y ∗(τ1), implying (13).

Stepm = 2. On [τ1;n,τ1;n + τ2;n[, X∗
n is obtained by conditional

independence from X∗
n on [0,τ1;n[, with initial valuex0;n = X∗(τ1;n). Similarly, on [τ1,τ1 + τ2[, Y ∗

is obtained by conditional independence from Y ∗ on
[τ1,τ1 + τ2[, with initial value y0 = Y ∗(τ1). From
stepm = 1,X∗(τ1;n) → Y ∗(τ1), and sinceY ∗(τ1) < B
and Y ∗

∈ Hk, we can apply Lemma 3. Then, (13) fol-
lows noting that (10) also holds if we reset the firing
componentsη2;n andη2, as done in (14).

Step m > 2 It follows mimicking Step 2. �

6. Application to neural network modeling

Membrane potential dynamics of neurons is determined by
the arrival of excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials
(PSPs) inputs that increase or decrease the membrane voltage.
Different models account for different levels of complexity in the
description of membrane potential dynamics. In LIF models, the
membrane potential of a single neuron evolves according to a
stochastic differential equation, with a drift term modeling the
neuronal (deterministic) dynamics, e.g. input signals, spontaneous
membrane decay, and the noise term accounting for random
dynamics of incoming inputs.

The first LIF model was proposed by Stein [42] to model the fir-
ing activity of single neurons which receive a very large number of
inputs from separated sources, e.g. Purkinje cells. The membrane
potential evolution is given by (1) with k = 1 when Xn(t) is less
than a firing threshold B > x0;n, considered constant for simplicity.
Each event of the excitatory process N+

n (t) depolarizes the mem-
brane potential by an > 0 and analogously the inhibition process
N−

n (t) produces a hyperpolarization of size bn < 0. The values an
and bn represent the values of excitatory and inhibitory PSPs, re-
spectively. Between events of input processes N+

n and N−
n , Xn de-

cays exponentially to its resting potential x0;n with time constant
θ . The firingmechanismwasmodeled as follows: a neuron releases
a spike when its membrane potential attains the threshold value.
Then the membrane potential is instantaneously reset to its start-
ing value and the dynamics restarts. The intertime between two
consecutive spikes, called interspike intervals (ISIs),is modeled as
FPTs of the process through the boundary. Since the ISIs of the sin-
gle neuron are independent and identically distributed, the under-
lying process is renewal.

In the following subsections we extend the one-dimensional
Stein model to the multivariate case to describe a neural network.
We interpret all previous processes and theorems in the frame-
work of neuroscience.
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6.1. Multivariate Stein model

When k > 1, (1) represents a multivariate generalization of the
Steinmodel for the description of the sub-thresholdmembrane po-
tential evolution of a network of k neurons like Purkinje cells. The
synaptic inputs impinging on neuron j are modeled by Nj;n, while
MA;n models the synaptic inputs impinging on a cluster of neurons
belonging to a set A. The presence of MA;n allows for simultaneous
jumps for the corresponding set of neurons A and determines a de-
pendence between their membrane potential evolutions. We call
this kind of structure cluster dynamics and we limit our paper to
this type of dependence between neurons. Note that (1) might be
rewritten in a more compact way, summing the Poisson processes
with the same jump amplitudes. However, we prefer to distinguish
between N andM , to highlight their different roles in determining
the dependence structure. To simplify the notation, we assume θ
to be the same in all neurons. This is a common hypothesis since
the resistance properties of the neuronal membrane are similar for
different neurons [43]. As for the univariate Stein, this proposed
multivariate LIF model catches some physiological features of the
neurons, namely the spontaneous decay of the membrane poten-
tial in absence of inputs and the effect of PSPs on the membrane
potentials.

6.2. Multivariate OU to model sub-threshold dynamics of neural
network

Tomake themultivariate Steinmodelmathematically tractable,
we perform a diffusion limit. Theorem 1 guarantees that a multi-
variate OU process (7) can be used to approximate a multivariate
Stein when the frequency of PSPs increases and the contribution of
the single postsynaptic potential becomes negligible with respect
to the total input, i.e. for neural networks characterized by a large
number of synapses. Being the diffusion limit of the multivariate
Stein model, the OU inherits both its biological meaning and de-
pendence structure. Indeed they have the same membrane time
constant θ , which is responsible for the exponential decay of the
membrane potential. Moreover, the terms µ· and σ· of the OU are
given by (4) and (5) respectively, and thus they incorporate both
frequencies and amplitudes of the jumps of the Poisson processes
underlying the multivariate Stein model. Finally, if some neurons j
and l belong to the same cluster A, their dynamics is related. This
dependence is caught by the term σ 2

A in the component ψjl of the
covariance matrixψ, which is not diagonal. This highlights the im-
portance of having correlated noise in the model, and it represents
a novelty in the framework of neural network models. Indeed, the
dependence is commonly introduced in the drift term, motivated
by direct interactions between neurons, while the noise compo-
nents are independent, see e.g. [33,34]. Here we ignore this last
type of dependence to focus on cluster dynamics, but the proposed
model can be further generalized introducing direct interactions
between the ith and jth components, as noted in Remark 2.5.

6.3. Firing neural network model and convergence of the spike trains

In Section 3 we introduce the necessary mathematical tools to
extend the single neuron firing mechanism to a network of k neu-
rons. Consider the sub-thresholdmembrane potential dynamics of
a neural network described by a multivariate Stein model Xn. A
neuron j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k releases a spike when the membrane poten-
tial attains its boundary level Bj. Whenever it fires, its membrane
potential is instantaneously reset to its resting potential r0j < Bj
and then its dynamics restarts. Meanwhile, the other components
are not reset but continue their evolutions. Since the inputs are
modeled by stationary Poisson processes, the ISIswithin each spike
train are independent and identically distributed. Thus the sin-
gle neuron firing mechanism holds for each component, which is
described as a one-dimensional renewal Stein model. The firing
neural network model is described by a multivariate process be-
having as the multivariate Stein process Xn in each time window
between two consecutive passage times. For this reason, we call
this model, multivariate firing Stein model and we denote it X∗

n .
The ISIs of the components of the multivariate processes are nei-
ther independent nor identically distributed.We identify the spike
epochs of the jth component of the Stein process, as the FPT of
Xj,n through the boundary Bj. The set of spike trains of all neurons
corresponds to a multivariate point process with events given by
the spikes. An alternative way of considering the simultaneously
recorded spike trains is to overlap them and mark each spike with
the component which generates it. Thus, we obtain the univariate
point process τn withmarked eventsηn. The objectsY ∗, τ andη are
similarly defined for the multivariate OU process Y , and we call Y ∗

multivariate firing OU process. Hence themodelsX∗
n andY ∗ describe

themembrane potential dynamics of a network of neuronswith re-
set mechanism after a spike and thus are multivariate LIF models.

Finally, Theorem 2 implies the convergence of the multivariate
firing processes X∗

n to Y ∗ and the convergence of the collection
of marked spike train (τn, ηn) to (τ, η). This guarantees that the
neural code encoded in the FPTs is not lost in the diffusion limit.

6.4. Discussion

As application of our mathematical findings, we developed an
LIF model able to catch dependence features between spike trains
in a neural networks characterized by large number of inputs from
surrounding sources.

To make the model mathematically tractable, we introduced
three assumptions: each neuron is identified with a point; Poisson
inputs in (1) are independent; a firing neuron is instantaneously
reset to its starting value. The first assumption characterizes
univariate LIF models and has been recently assumed for two-
compartmental neuronal model [44]. We are aware that the
Hodgkin–Huxley (HH)model and its variants aremore biologically
realistic than LIF. Indeed the HH model is a deterministic, macro-
scopic model describing the coupled evolution of the neural mem-
brane potential and the averaged gating dynamics of Sodium and
Potassium ion channels through a system of non-linear ordinary
differential equations [45]. However, a mathematical relationship
betweenMorris–Lecarmodel, i.e. a simplified version of HHmodel,
and LIF models has been recently shown [46]. This gives a (fur-
ther) biological support to the use of LIFmodels and allows to avoid
mathematical difficulties and computationally expensive numeri-
cal implementations which are required for HH models.

The second assumption is grounded on the description of the
activity of each synapsis through a point process and it is also com-
mon to HH models, for which ion channels are modeled by inde-
pendent Markov jump processes [47]. Physiological observations
suggest that the behavior of each synapsis is weakly correlated
with that of the others. Thanks to Palm–Khintchine Theorem, the
overall neuron’s input is described by two Poisson processes, one
for the global inhibition and the other for the global excitation [48].

The third assumption has been introduced to simplify the
notation, but it is not restrictive. Remark 4.2 guarantees the
convergence of the firing process and of the spike times in presence
of delayed resets. Thus a refractory period can be introduced after
each spike, increasing the biological realism of the model. Indeed
after a spike, there is a time interval, called absolute refractory
period, during which the spiking neuron cannot fire (while the
others can), even in presence of strong stimulation [43].

Having a multivariate LIF model for neural networks, several
researcheswill be possible. First, one can simulate dependent spike
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trains from neural networks with known dependence structures.
This allows to compare and test the reliability of different existing
statistical techniques for the detection of dependence structure
between neurons, see e.g. [22,49,50]. Moreover, inspired by the
techniques for the FPT problem of univariate LIF models, one
can develop analytical, numerical and statistical methods for the
multivariate OU (or other diffusion processes) and its FPT problem,
see e.g. [22,51]. Furthermore, more biologically realistic LIFmodels
for neural networks can be considered. Indeed Theorem 2 can be
applied tomore general models such as Stein processes with direct
interactions between neurons, Stein with reversal potential [52] or
birth and death processes with reversal potential [53].

Finally, the application of our results in the neuroscience frame-
work is not limited to the case of LIFmodels. Thanks to Remark 4.1,
Theorem 2 can be applied to processes obtained through diffusion
and fluid limits, i.e. both LIF and HH models. Since the HH model
can be obtained as a fluid limit [3], once a proper reset and fir-
ing mechanism is introduced, the convergence of the FPTs follows
straightforwardly from our results.
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Appendix. Proofs of Section 2

To prove Lemma 1, we first need to provide the characteristic
triplet of Zn, as suggested in [6]. The characteristic function of Zn(t),
is:

φZn(t)(u) = E


i exp


k

j=1

ujZj;n(t)


, (A.1)

where u = (u1, . . . , uk) ∈ Rk. We can write:
k

j=1

ujZj;n(t) =

k
j=1

uj


−Γj;nt +


anN+

j;n(t)+ bnN−

j;n(t)


+


A∈A

GA

anM+

A;n(t)+ bnM−

A;n(t)

, (A.2)

whereGA =


j∈A uj. Plugging (A.2) in (A.1) and since the processes
in (A.2) are independent and Poisson distributed for each n, we get
the characteristic function

φZn(t)(u) = exp{tρn(u)},

where

ρn (u) = −i
k

j=1

ujΓj;n +

k
j=1

αj;n

eiujan − 1


+

k
j=1

βj;n

eiujbn − 1


+


A∈A

λA;n

eiGAan − 1


+


A∈A

ωA;n

eiGAbn − 1


.

In [6], convergence results are proved for ρn(u) given by

ρn (u) = iu·bn −
1
2
u·cn·u +


Rk\0


eiu·x

− 1 − iu·h (x)

νn (dx) ,

(see Corollary II.4.19 in [6]), where u·v =
k

j=1 ujvj and u·d·v =k
j,l=1 ujdjlvl. The vector bn, the matrix cn and the Lévy measure νn

are known as characteristic triplet of the process. Here h : Rk
→

Rk is an arbitrary truncation function that is the same for all n,
is bounded with compact support and satisfies h (x) = x in a
neighborhood of 0. In our case, the triplet is
1. νn: finite measure concentrated on finitely many points,

νn


x : xj = an


= αj;n, (1 ≤ j ≤ k, ≠ 0) ;

νn


x : xj = bn


= βj;n, (1 ≤ j ≤ k, ≠ 0) ;

νn


x : xj = an

for j ∈ A


= λA;n, (A ∈ A, ≠ 0) ;

νn


x : xj = bn

for j ∈ A


= ωA;n, (A ∈ A, ≠ 0) .

All the non-specified xj are set to 0, i.e.

x : xj = an


=

x : xj = an, xl = 0 for l ≠ j

. Since an → 0 and bn → 0 when

n is sufficiently large, νn is concentrated on a finite subset of the
neighborhood of 0, where h (x) = x. Without loss of generality,
we may therefore, and shall, assume that h (x) = x.

2. cn = 0.
3. bn = −0n +


h (x) νn (dx)=0. Indeed, using h (x) = x, we have

bj;n = −Γj;n +

αj;nan + βj;nbn


+


A∈A

1{j∈A}


λA;nan + ωA;nbn


= 0.

Having provided the triplet (bn, cn, νn), we can prove Lemma 1 as
follows:
Proof of Lemma 1. Use Theorem VII.3.4 in [6]. In our case, the
weak convergence of Zn toW follows if
i. bn → 0;
ii. cjl;n :=


xjxl νn (dx) → ψjl for 1 ≤ j, l ≤ k;

iii.

g dνn → 0 for all g ∈ C1


Rk

;

iv. Bn
t = tbn and C̃n

t = tcn converge uniformly to Bt and C̃t
respectively, on any compact interval [0, t].

Here C1

Rk

is defined in VII.2.7 in [6]. Since Bn

t = tbn, the
uniform convergence is evident. Furthermore,Cn

t = tcn converges
uniformly provided that condition (ii) holds. To prove (ii), we
rewritecjl;n as follows:

cjl;n =

k
i=1


1{i=l=j}αj;na2n + 1{i=l=j}βj;nb2n


+


A∈A

1{j,l∈A}


λA;na2n + ωA;nb2n


= 1{j=l}σ

2
j;n +


A∈A

1{j,l∈A}σ
2
A;n. (A.3)

Then,cjl;n → ψjl follows from the convergence assumptions (2),
(3), (4), (5).

Using Theorem VII.2.8 in [6], we may show (iv) considering
g ∈ C3


Rk

, i.e. the space of bounded and continuous function

g : Rk
→ R such that g(x) = o


|x|2


as x → 0. Here, |x| is the

Euclidean norm. For g ∈ C3

Rk

and ε > 0,we have |g(x)| ≤ ε |x|2

for |x| sufficiently small. Then g dνn

 ≤ ε


|x|2 dνn → ε

k
i=1

ψii

by (A.3), and

g dνn → 0 follows. Indeed, since W is continuous,

the Lévy measure ν for W is the null measure. �
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Proof of Theorem 1. The jth component of Xn can be rewritten in
terms of the jth component of Zn as

Xj;n(t) = x0j;n +

 t

0


−

Xj;n(s)
θ

+ Γj;n


ds

+ Zj;n(t), 1 ≤ j ≤ k. (A.4)

Solving it, we get

Xj;n(t) = x0j;ne−
t
θ + Zj;n(t)−

1
θ

 t

0
e−(t−s)/θZj;n(s)ds,

1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Hence, Xn is a continuous functional of both x0;n and Zn. Therefore,
due to the continuous mapping theorem, the weak convergence
of x0;n (for hypothesis) and Zn (from Lemma 1) implies the weak
convergence of Xn. Moreover, (A.4) guarantees that the limit
process of Xn is that defined by (7). �
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